# Summary of CPSC Actions

March 27, 2015

## Associate Degree Revision

### Music Technology AAS

Proposed delete MUS.-271, MUS.-272, MAET-110 and add MAET-130.

### Photography - AAS Degree

Proposed add ENGL-102, COMM-200 as an alternative choice to COMM-131 and PHOT-215 as a limited choice.

## Certificate Revision

### Music Technology Certificate

Proposed removal of 2 semesters of music performance classes and addition of MAET-130.

## Class Size Change

### OTA.229 Clinical Practice II

Proposed change from 15 to 24 students.

### OTA.-232 Transitions in OT

Proposed change from 15 to 24 students.

### OTA.-240 OTA Internship I

Proposed change from 15 to 24 students.

### OTA.-250 OTA. Internship II

Proposed change from 15 to 24 students.

## Course Revision

### CADD Prerequisite Revisions

Proposed revision of prerequisites for CADD courses.

### BUSN-130, BUSN-180, BUSN-190 Re-designate to Technology Courses

Proposed transition from Business Division to Technology Division.

### COMO-130, COMO-180, COMO-190 Modify Prerequisites

Proposed prerequisite change to include "COMG-150 or COMG-153 or Passing Test."
MUS.-102, MUS.-191 Music Fundamentals, Music Theory I
Proposed prerequisite to include "Placement into MATH-072 of higher or completion or co-requisite enrollment into MATH-021".

MUS.-206 Scoring for Media
Proposed change from MUS.-101, MUS.-105, MUS.-108 and MUS.-165 to 2.0 or higher in MUS.-105 and MUS.-101, MUS.-102 or MUS.191.

OTA.-230 Course name change
Change name from Therapeutic Skills III to Geriatric OTA Interventions.

Information
DLAS

Minutes
February Meeting

New Certificate
Substance Abuse Services
Proposed New Certificate.

New Course
CRJU-230 Ethics and leadership in Criminal Justice
Proposed course is designed to increase awareness of ethical behavior and critical thinking in the field of criminal justice.

ENTR-120 Entrepreneurial Mindset
Proposed change from Seminar to a Course. In this course the student will be introduced to the entrepreneurial mindset in its true economic and social context by studying the unlimited opportunities that an entrepreneurial mindset can provide.

ENTR-130 Opportunity Analysis
Proposed change from Seminar to Course. Upon successful completion of this course, the student should be able to assess the current economic, social and political climate for small businesses.

PHOT-215 Alternative Processes in Photography
Proposed course will focus on photography beyond the realm of digital capture, introducing silver, non-silver and nontraditional image-making.
SOCW-139 Overview of Substance Abuse
Recommend Approval as Amended
Fall 2015

Changed reading prerequisite to "Placement into RDNG-016 and writing pre-requisite to Placement into ENGL-098 or successful completion of RNGL-095.

SOCW-235 Co-Occurring Disorders in Substance Abuse Treatment
Recommend Approval as Amended
Fall 2015

Changed reading prerequisite to “Placement into RDNG-030 or successful completion of RDNG-016 and English writing pre-requisite to Placement into ENGL-098 or successful completion of ENGL-095.

New Policy Recommendation
MCC Faculty input on technology decisions in MCC Faculty Offices.
Recommended creation of a committee or revision of the Academic Computing Committee.

Policy Revision
SIEF Study Committee Recommendation
Recommendation for changes to the survey questions.

Registration Policy Change
Proposed revision of the current Registration Policy.

Program Revision
Criminal Justice
Proposed remove "Recommended electives"; move CORR-102, 103, 104, 105 to "Related Requirements"; move ENGL102 to "English Comp; add COMM-131 as required HUM course; adding CRJU-230, ANTH-100 as a choice in 'Related Requirements"; Narrow SOCY Gen Ed requiring 4 in particular.

OTA, Eligibility
Proposed removal of BIOL-152 for Program Eligibility.

OTA and PTA Programs Revision of Minimum Passing Grade
Change minimum passing grade from a 2.0 to a 2.5 GPA.